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Dr. Rajeev Singh, Director General, ICC welcomed the dignitaries and delegates and remarked that the Indian 

Railways is the lifeline of the nation. This is one of the largest rail networks in the world. He stressed on the fact that 

the IR being the service organization to almost 23 million of passengers per day should give priority to the highest 

level of service as passengers are ready to pay for better services. He signified the digitization Focus should also be on 

safety and security of the public and goods being transported by the national carrier. He also mentioned about the 

importance of dedicated freight corridor and other trade related rail networks to support the economic growth of the 

country.  

 

Mr Rajeev Bhaduria, Whole Time Director, Jindal Steel & Power Ltd. Congratulated IR for its marvelous service 

to the nation and remarked that rail is the most reliable transport mode of our country. He stressed upon four aspects of 

modernization of IR freight and passenger services – Reliability, affordability, safety and speed and mentioned the 

importance of role steel sector in those aspects especially by contributing through customized ready to assemble 

structural steel solutions for different infrastructural projects from Station to bridges, rail trucks. Mentioning that 

dedicated freight corridor has changed the face of the logistic transport of the India he urged for the cost effective 

rationalized freight policy. He also pointed the importance of customer experience based passenger transport service. 

 

Mr. Vijay Anand, Director Projects, RVNL mentioned that Indian Railways Service being the largest employer of 

country (1.33 billion) and transporting 23 million passengers and 3 million ton freight per day needs robust 

modernization in both the topics raised by the summit theme – digitization and energy efficiency of Indian Railway 

services. He pointed the pre condition of digitization is connecting every system of IR through a state of the art 

network technology and to obtain real time information. He said that digitization of IR is an important milestone and 

referred to some of them which are already commissioned successfully in both reservation systems, transport system 

and safety and efficiency control system. He also mentioned the challenge of digitization as computerization of whole 

monitoring and maintenance activity of IR with train running operation. Regarding Energy efficiency he pointed out 

that by 2030 energy demand of IR will be tripled and we should be ready with technology and equipment 

advancement to counter that.  

 

 


